Wording Lab is an online-based company that provides
translation, proofreading and copywriting services as core
business.
With its registered office in Manaus, Amazonas, Brazil, the
company has been founded in 2019 by an experienced Italian
translator and project manager after working a decade in the industry
in light of positive collaborations as an independent contractor. The first
milestone is to strengthen even more the relationships with the current
customers and the company Vision is becoming a major reference in the
region and a trusted partner of international businesses.

12 Years of
Experience

+600 Five-Star
Feedbacks

4 language
provıder
multı servıce
partner
onlıne solutıon

+6000 Successful
Projects

Languages Handled
We provide multiple linguistic services in the
following languages and variants:
Italian
Portuguese (Brazil)
Portuguese (Portugal)
Portuguese (Angola)
Spanish (Spain)
Spanish (LATAM)
English (UK)
English (USA)
In order to cater to any specific need, we partner with
linguist specialists, copywriters, engineers, desktop
publishers. Each task is handled with professional
tools and overseen by a project manager.
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multıple specializations
at your servıce wıth ıntegrıty
Services Provided

Business

Translation & Localization
Legal

Translation on any kind of document, into the target language.
Localization of content into a specific local language

Transcreation & Editing

Finance
Travel/
Transport
Information
Technology
Entertainment

Creative translation, to re-create the same message in another
language, keeping its original essence. Editing, correction, style
improvement, polishing

Proofreading & QA
Methodological content review, detecting surface errors
(misspelling, grammar, punctuation). QA to screen possible
compliance and consistency issues

Project Management
Monitoring the entire workflow, from quote to post-delivery
ensuring a smooth communication, a proper organization and
an effective approach

Technical

Copywriting & SEO
Trade

Production of unique content from scratch, focusing on the
specific audience and market. Content adaptation with a SEO
orientation for the best indexation on search engines
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